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Abstract. Virtual Trusted Platform Module is required in cloud due to the
scalability and migration of virtual machine. Through allocating a vTPM
(Virtual Trusted Platform Module) to a VM (Virtual Machine), users of VM can
use the vTPM’s crypto and measurement function, like using the physical TPM.
However, current vTPM still faces some key challenges, such as lacking runtime
protection for the vTPM keys and code, lacking the mechanism of vTPM keys
management, and lacking the support for the new TPM 2.0 specification. To
address these limitations, we design vTPM 2.0 system and then propose a
runtime protection approach for vTPM 2.0 based on SGX. Furthermore, we
present vTPM key distribution and protection mechanism. We have imple-
mented vTPM 2.0 system and the security-enhanced protection mechanism. As
far as we know, the vTPM 2.0 system based on KVM and its security-enhanced
mechanism are designed and implemented for the first time.
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1 Introduction

Security is currently the key factor of restricting the development of cloud computing.
In the cloud computing environment, how to protect the integrity of cloud infras-
tructure is a basic requirement of cloud security. Trusted computing has been con-
sidered as a feasible way to protect the integrity of cloud infrastructure.

However, in cloud computing environment, a lot of virtual machines may be
running in a physical machine. It is difficult to use hardware TPM (Trusted Platform
Module) to build trusted virtual execution environment. Therefore, vTPM has been put
forward and used in cloud [13, 14].

IBM designed and implemented vTPM system on a virtualized hardware platform
[11]. They virtualized the Trusted Platform Module by extending the standard TPM
command set to support vTPM lifecycle management and enable trust establishment in
the virtualized environment. Hence, each virtual machine instance gets its own unique
and virtual TPM. However, vTPM still faces some key challenges in cloud.
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Firstly, current vTPM lacks the mechanism to ensure the security vTPM itself.
vTPM is an emulated software TPM. Due to lacking the physical hardware protection,
it is subject to greater security threats compared with entity TPM. Furthermore,
physical TPM may not provide runtime protection for vTPM because its NVRAM is
usually very small and cannot support multiple virtual machines. In addition, entity
TPM incurs a large overhead in performance when multiple vTPMs run at the same
time.

Secondly, current vTPM cannot support TPM 2.0 specification. The architecture of
TPM 2.0 is different with TPM 1.2, for example the keys of TPM 2.0 are generated by
three persistent hierarchies and also it can support all kinds of cryptographic algorithms
through incorporating an algorithm identifier. Hence we need to design vTPM based on
TPM 2.0 architecture so as to improve vTPM 1.2.

Aiming at these problems, we propose security-enhanced vTPM 2.0 system which
can support TCG TPM 2.0 specification and the keys and private data can be protected
using SGX keys and enclave. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time that
vTPM 2.0 based on KVM (Kernel-based Virtual Machine) has been proposed and
implemented. In our system, we also propose a vTPM 2.0 key distribution and pro-
tection mechanism based on KMC (Key Management Center) [20, 21]. Our approach
can achieve the key hierarchy, which is same as the physical TPM. In addition, it can
avoid the problem that new physical platform always regenerates the certificate for
vTPM and rebuilds the trust binding during the migration for each time. Moreover, the
basic seeds of vTPM can be backed up by KMC. When the vTPM is damaged, the keys
and data of vTPM can be easily recovered. We also implement our system on KVM
and Skylake CPU and evaluate vTPM 2.0 performance. The result shows that the
SGX-enhanced vTPM brings about 20% additional overhead compared with the vTPM
2.0 which lacks security protection.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides related
work. Section 3 introduces the background of TPM 2.0 and SGX. Section 4 describes
the design of security-enhanced vTPM 2.0. Section 5 proposes the vTPM key distri-
bution and protection mechanism. The security-enhanced vTPM 2.0 implementation is
described in Sect. 6. Section 7 presents the evaluation of vTPM 2.0. Section 8 provides
the conclusion.

2 Related Work

Trusted computing technology is usually used to building trusted computing base of a
computer system and protects the system integrity and confidentiality. Microsoft has
leveraged trusted computing technology to implement trusted boot and its BitLocker has
been used to disk encryption. Google chrome book [24] also has integrated TPM [23]
chip to implement trusted boot and device anti-theft. Chen et al. [7] proposed cTPM
which is practical, versatile, and easily applicable to cross-device trusted mobile appli-
cations. Santos et al. [6] provided a new trusted computing abstraction for designing
trusted cloud services. Bates et al. [8] defined a provenance trusted computing base and
created a trusted provenance-aware execution environment, collecting complete whole-
system provenance. With the development of trusted computing, the limitations of
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TCGTPM1.2 architecture [25] are found, for example, cipher algorithms are not flexible.
Hence TCG has proposed TPM 2.0 specification [1–5] and has published as ISO standard
in 2015 [22]. Scarlata et al. [18] present a support for a variety of TPMmodel and different
security properties of system framework based on Xen virtual machine hypervisor.

vTPM is a virtualized TPM which is generally used in virtualized environment,
such as cloud computing platform, to build trust computing base. The most important
work about virtualized TPM is that Berger et al. [9] from IBM designed and imple-
mented a vTPM system on a virtualized hardware platform. They virtualized the
Trusted Platform Module by extending the standard TPM command set to support
vTPM lifecycle management and enable trust establishment in the virtualized envi-
ronment. England and Loeser [15] extended hypervisor to add the vPCR (virtual PCR)
and TPM context manager resource virtualization which allows guests operating sys-
tems to share hardware TPM. But the number of virtual machines on a physical
machine is uncertain, their approach must meet performance bottleneck due to the
limited memory space of TPM. In addition, Yang et al. [16] designed an Ng-vTPM
framework. In Ng-vTPM framework, the EK and SRK are produced by physical TPM.
The approach can protect the keys’ security to some extent, but once the physical TPM
is damaged, the keys of vTPM will not be used and recovered forever. Yan et al. [17]
propose a secure enhancement named vTSE. The scheme utilizes the physical memory
isolation feature of SGX to protect the code and data of vTPM instances, but they do
not consider the vTPM keys recovery and cannot support TPM 2.0.

Current work is just support TPM 1.2. In our work, we design and implement the
vTPM 2.0 on KVM. In addition, we provide runtime protection for code and private
data of vTPM 2.0 using SGX. Furthermore, the vEK (virtual EK) and vSRK (virtual
SRK) of vTPM 2.0 will be generated by a trusted party, KMC, and they are bound with
VM UUID. Therefore, the keys are easy to be recovered once damaged.

3 Background

3.1 TPM 2.0

Trusted computing is a technology mainly used to protect the integrity and confiden-
tiality of a system. It relies on TPM, which is a cryptographic coprocessor integrated in
most commercial PCs and servers. TCG released TPM 1.2 specification in 2003.
Currently, TCG has released TPM 2.0 specification [1–4] which has overcome some of
the drawbacks of TPM 1.2. Compared with TPM 1.2, TPM 2.0 has many advantages.

TPM 1.2 can only support SHA1 and RSA, but TPM 2.0 can support all kinds of
cryptographic algorithms, such as ECC, SHA256 and AES. Additionally, TPM 1.2 has
only one key hierarchy: the storage hierarchy. TPM 2.0 has three persistent hierarchies:
platform, storage, and endorsement, each with at least one root, such as EPS
(Endorsement Primary Seed), SPS (Storage Primary Seed), and PPS (Platform Primary
Seed). Furthermore, TPM 2.0 incorporates an algorithm identifier that would permit
design of a TPM using any algorithm without changing the specification. Hence all
kinds of cipher algorithms, such as Chinese commercial cipher algorithms SM2, SM3
and SM4 can be integrated easily. In addition, TPM 2.0 unifies the way all entities in a
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TPM that are authorized. Besides the traditional password and HMAC authentication
methods, the authentication method based on policy authorization has been added. It
allows one or more authorization policies are used, which can enhance key’s security.
Last but not least, TPM 2.0 enhances the robustness. In the TPM 2.0 specification,
some important things can be sealed to a PCR (platform configuration register) value
approved by a particular signer instead of to a particular PCR value. Additionally,
platform hierarchy allows OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturer) directly to use the
function of TPM in BIOS without considering the OS’ s support.

3.2 SGX

The Software Guard Extension (SGX) [26, 27] was introduced in 2013 by Intel Cor-
poration. It protects a portion of the application’s memory space and places code and
data in this container that Intel calls enclave [12, 28]. Once the protected part of the
application is loaded into the enclave, SGX will protect them from external process
such as OS, drivers, BIOS, hypervisor and System Management Mode (SMM).
Moreover, when the process terminates, its enclaves will be destroyed and the runtime
data and code that are protected in the enclave will disappear. SGX also provides the
seal function to encrypt the data and store it on the permanent media and then we can
restore it in enclave when we need to use it again.

In addition to providing security attributes of memory isolation and protection.
SGX architecture also supports attestation function. In SGX, attestation [30] is to prove
the identity of the platform, and supports two attestations, local attestation between
enclaves and remote attestation by a third party.

4 Design of Security-Enhanced vTPM 2.0

In this section, we design security-enhanced vTPM 2.0 architecture. Specifically, each
VM can get its unique vTPM 2.0 devices with TPM 2.0 functionality.

As shown in Fig. 1, our security-enhanced vTPM 2.0 architecture includes the
following basic components: vTPM 2.0 management, Libtpms 2.0, NVRAM files,
tpm2driver, tpm_tis and SeaBIOS. The vTPM 2.0 management module implements
vTPM management, such as vTPM creating, command processing interface etc.
Libtpms 2.0 is the main module which can provide emulated TPM function in hyper-
visor. NVRAM files save the seeds, keys, PCRs and other private data. The module
tpm2driver provides the interfaces to access TPM 2.0 hardware device. Tpm_tis emu-
lates the hardware interface of TPM interface specification. SeaBIOS is a virtual

BIOS served for guest OS. In our system, the key modules of vTPM 2.0 including
Libtpms 2.0, NVRAM, are sealed by SGX keys and isolated in a SGX enclave.

Libtpms 2.0 a TPM emulator, is the key module of vTPM 2.0 which is able to
provide all the TPM 2.0 functions and command sets. Due to supporting multiple
virtual machines on the same physical platform to access TPM 2.0 resources inde-
pendently without impacting each other, we design Libtpms 2.0 as a shared software
library located in host operating system. Libtpms 2.0 consists of tpm module, platform
module, Crypto Engine module, and include module. TPM module implements the
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reset of NVRAM, the initialization of TPM components and the process of command.
Platform module implements the creation of NVRAM file, the set of locality and the
management of power state of TPM. The Crypto Engine module packages the real-
ization of crypto algorithms provided by TPM and implements them through calling
interfaces provided by OpenSSL.

Because Libtpms 2.0 module undertakes the core function of vTPM 2.0, its code
and process need to be protected. We isolated the module into a SGX enclave. When
Libtpms 2.0 is loaded, the SGX enclave is created and then Libtpms 2.0 program is
measured to validate its integrity. Once the integrity is not tampered with, Libtpms 2.0
code will be executed in the enclave EPC (enclave page cache). Hence the program is
protected in runtime and only itself can access the code in the enclave. The untrusted
part of vTPM 2.0, such as vTPM 2.0 management module, just can call the function of
Libtpms 2.0 through enclave call (ecall) and out call (ocall).

NVRAM is like TPM memory. Due to lacking the isolated physical NVRAM of
TPM, it is designed as a separated file which saves the keys, PCR values, seeds and
other private data. When a vTPM 2.0 device is created, a NVRAM file will be also
created. Because the important data of vTPM is saved in NVRAM file, it is vital for
vTPM security. Hence, we leverage SGX sealing to protect NVRAM. To preserve
some secret data in an enclave for future use, SGX offers a sealing function. Sealing
can encrypt the data inside an enclave and store them on a permanent medium such as a
hard disk drive, so the data can be used the next time. When sealing data, there are two
options available: sealing to the current enclave using the current version of the enclave
measurement (MRENCLAVE) or sealing to the enclave author uses the identity of the
enclave author (MRSIGNER). In this work, we use both mechanisms. The private data
of NVRAM is sealed by the seal key which is generated in the corresponding enclave.
When the NVRAM file is loaded into RAM, it will be unsealed and isolated in an
enclave. Therefore the software except for Libtpms 2.0, including OS, drivers, BIOS
and hypervisor cannot access the data of NVRAM.

Fig. 1. Security-enhanced vTPM2.0 architecture
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Tpm2driver is generally used to provide the interfaces to access TPM 2.0 hardware
device. Tpm_tis emulates the hardware interface of TIS (TPM Interface Specification)
in QEMU and implements the interfaces to call Libtpms 2.0. SeaBIOS also plays an
important part in the process of creating a VM on KVM platform. Apart from
implementing the whole standard calling interfaces as a typical x86 hardware BIOS,
SeaBIOS is extended to support TPM by initializing the vTPM 2.0 when creating a
VM. This includes allocating a fixed virtual memory address in which the vTPM
communicates with the lower operating system and resetting all the registers of vTPM.

When a VM sends a TPM command, tpm2driver of the VM will firstly talk to the
tpm_tis frontend emulated by QEMU to deliver the TPM request. Then the tpm_tis
frontend in QEMU delivers the request to Libtpms 2.0 driver, the driver will call the
Libtpms 2.0 shared library to process the TPM command and return the results. This
method does not have any limit of the numbers of VM (as long as the hardware
resources permit). All that a user needs to do is to configure an exclusive NVRAM used
to save all the persistent state and data for the vTPM 2.0 in each VM. During the VM
migration, the corresponding NVRAM is migrated along with the VM and then the VM
can continue to use vTPM 2.0 resources on the new platform.

5 TheKeyDistribution and ProtectionMechanism of vTPM2.0

When vTPM 2.0 is protected using SGX enclave, its keys and PCRs are encrypted by
the CPU supported SGX. Once a virtual machine with vTPM 2.0 device is migrated,
the vTPM 2.0 device also need to be migrated. However, the SGX keys cannot be
migrated. Hence, the trust chain between vTPM and physical CPU will be broken
during the vTPM migration. In addition, the current method cannot support key
recovery. Once vTPM is damaged, the keys of vTPM will be lost. To solve the
problems, we propose a vTPM 2.0 key distribution and protection mechanism based on
KMC and Intel SGX.

In our method, the primary seeds of vTPM 2.0 including EPS (Endorsement Pri-
mary Seeds), SPS (Storage Primary Seeds) and PPS (Platform Primary Seeds) will be
generated by KMC and then distributed to vTPM 2.0 by encrypted and secure channel.
The primary seeds will be encrypted and saved in KMC and this process is carried out
in the Enclave safe. Meanwhile, the primary seeds in a virtual machine will be
encrypted by SGX key on host. Once physical CPU or vTPM is damaged, KMC can
recover the primary seeds and then recover vTPM keys. The key distribution and
protection process of vTPM 2.0 is described as shown Fig. 2. The encrypted com-
munication channel is established using the SGX remote authentication feature. In
order to achieve encrypted communication channel, it needs to introduce a special
quoting enclave which is used to generate the credential that reflects enclave and
platform status. When the KMC wants to authenticate a VM, the VM first executes the
EREPORT instruction to generate the REPORT structure and then use the report key of
quoting enclave to generate a MAC, along with the REPORT send to quoting enclave.
Then the quoting enclave packs them into a quote structure QUOTE and signs it with
EPID. Finally the quoting enclave sends QUOTE and signature to KMC.
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1. A virtual machine communicates with TSS (Trusted Software Stack) and calls API
(Application Programming Interface) to request getting primary seeds at startup
process. Its UUID (Universally Unique Identifier) is as a parameter of the request.

2. In order to get the primary seeds, TSS sends a message to KMC according to the
KMC address in configuration.

3. KMC selects an asymmetric key pair (e.g. RSA) from key protection system as a
protected key, gets its public key and returns the protected public key to TSS.

4. TSS calls TPM2_Load to load the protected public key to vTPM, then calls
TPM2_RSA_Encrypt to encrypt them and sends the cipher text to KMC, requests
KMC to send basic seeds.

5. After KMC gets the encrypted request, it will use TPM interface to decrypt the
cipher text to get the request with the private key. Then KMC will generate a
symmetric key. Furthermore, the symmetric key and UUID will be used as the
parameters of the random number generator to generate basic seeds for the virtual
machine.

Fig. 2. The key distribution and protection process
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6. KMC stores the basic seeds, the symmetric key and UUID in database, and encrypts
basic seeds and other information with protected key, then sends back the cipher
text to vTPM TSS.

7. TSS calls TPM2_RSA_Decrypt to decrypt the cipher text, and returns the basic
seeds to the virtual machine.

Compared with previous method, our approach can achieve the key hierarchy,
which is the same as the physical TPM. In addition, it can avoid the problem that
during the migration for each time new physical platform always regenerates the
certificate for vTPM and rebuilds the trust bindings. Moreover, the basic seeds of
vTPM can be backed up by KMC. When the vTPM is bad, the keys and data of vTPM
can be recovered.

6 Security-Enhanced vTPM 2.0 Implementation

We implement our security-enhanced vTPM 2.0 on QEMU/KVM and Skylake CPU.
Our Libtpms 2.0 module is mainly based on Windows TPM2 emulator from Microsoft.
It only supports Windows operating system, hence we migrate it from Windows to
Linux. During the migration, we rewrite all files.

Furthermore, the TPM 2.0 module is added into QEMU virtual machine. Firstly, we
extract TPM libraries from TPM 2.0 emulator. According to source code analysis for
TPM 2.0 and name it Libtpms 2.0. Secondly, we add TPM 2.0 module in QEMU
virtual machine to call functions in library Libtpms 2.0. Then TPM 2.0 interface
tpm_libtpms2.c is added in TPM module of QEMU. Furthermore we implement the
TPM 2.0 interfaces defined in TPMDriverOps data structure with those functions.

The modules of TPM 2.0 interfaces in QEMU are mainly divided into two parts:
the initialization module and the command process module. The initialization module
includes device initialization, memory initialization, NVRAM initialization and so on.
The command process module is responsible for receiving the TSS commands from
VM, executing them and returning results.

In order to support TPM 2.0 device in VM, we update the device driver to TPM 2.0
in guest OS. Apart from modifying tpm.c, tpm.h, the Kconfig and the Makefile, the
updating work is mainly in the new added tpm2_tis.c, which is the core file to realize
TPM2.0 driver.

Firstly, we rewrite the entry function of loading and unloading driver. Then we begin
to write the driver initialization function tpm2_tis_init(). This function will finish the
register of TPM 2.0 device, including allocating its virtual memory address space, setting
the default timeout, waiting delay, locality and all the internal flags of TIS and doing
device self-testing. Besides, we write tpm2_tis_recv() and tpm2_tis_send() functions to
send the TPM commands and receive the results. Finally, we write a couple of TPM 2.0
device attributes such as endorseauth, ownerauth, PCRs, phenable, shenable, ehenable.
Users can access these attributes directly under /sys/class/misc/tpm0/device.

We also implement the protection mechanism of vTPM 2.0 based on SGX and
KMC. When a virtual machine is created, a request seed message will be sent to KMC
through encrypted communication channel. KMC then creates a RSA key pair and
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sends the public key to QEMU. QEMU furthermore sends VM UUID encrypted by
public key to KMC through security channel. KMC creates an AES key by local crypto
chip. The AES key and UUID are used as the parameters of the random number
generator to generate primary seed for virtual machines. Meanwhile the basic seeds,
UUID and AES key will be encrypted by local crypto chip and then stored in KMC
database. The encrypted seed will be reply to QEMU. The Libtpms 2.0 module in
QEMU, QEMU will create vEK, vSRK, and other root keys for the vTPM.

For a vTPM, QEMU allocates a memory file to save nonvolatile data. The vEK,
vSRK, and other root keys are saved to this file named NVRAM. In order to protect the
keys security, the NVRAM file is sealed and isolated by SGX keys and enclave. The
keys are also backed up to KMC. In addition, the Libtpms 2.0 is compiled into a static
library so as to be loaded and run in the SGX enclave. We also add the ecall and ocall
in the vTPM management module and the Libtpms 2.0 module in order to implement
the communication with them.

7 Evaluation

7.1 Function and Performance

Firstly we conduct function test of the vTPM 2.0. For the test we use a server with an
Intel Skylake processor i7 6700 CPU, 8 G memory and 500 G hard disk. The host OS
is Ubuntu 16.04 and the guest OS is Ubuntu 14.04. Once the virtual machine has
successfully loaded the tpm2_tis.ko module, there will be a device named tpm0 under /
sys/class/misc/, indicating that the TPM device is successfully emulated in the VM.

In vTPM 2.0, we have implemented the support of multiple virtual machines. We
create five VMs in one host and conduct the testing of authorization policies setting,
key derivation, digital signature and verification, encryption and decryption using SM2
algorithm and RSA algorithm respectively. In order to make sure that the vTPM 2.0 in
five VMs have different primary seeds and primary keys, we make a comparison of the
primary keys between two different VMs during the primary key derivation process.
The result is shown in Fig. 3, proving that the vTPM 2.0 state in different VMs is
independent and will not influence each other.

We have measured the runtime performance of the SGX-enhanced vTPM 2.0 and
the vTPM 2.0 which lacks security protection. We calculate the time of calling TPM
interfaces to create RSA and SM2 signature keys, conduct RSA and SM2 signature,
and verify RSA and SM2 signature. These tests have been done for twenty times and
average time is calculated so as to make the results more precise. Figure 4 shows the
comparison results. The result shows SGX-enhanced vTPM brings about 20% addi-
tions overhead.

7.2 Migration

We also carried out the single VM and multiple VMs live migration test. [19]
Migration channel using SSH RSA public key encryption, we record the start time and
end time, and compute the time cost of migration. In addition to the normal time
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needed for migration, VM with SGX-enhanced vTPM migration time also includes
four parts: (1) unseal NVRAM from enclave; (2) migrate vTPM state; (3) the desti-
nation host decrypts NVRAM; (4) use new SGX to seal NVRAM. VM without vTPM
does not include the four parts.

For a single VM migration, the VM image is Ubuntu 14.04 64-bit and the hardware
resources allocated for the VM are 1 VCPU, 1024 MB RAM and 20 G Disk. For
multiple VMs (ten units) concurrent migration, the allocated hardware resources for
each VM are 1 VCPU, 1024 RAM, and 6 G Disk.

Fig. 3. TPM2_CreatePrimary result in two different VMs

Fig. 4. The performance of vTPM with SGX-enhanced
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Our test is divided into four parts altogether: single_VM, single_VM_no_vtpm,
multi_VM, multi_VM_no_vtpm. We test 100 times respectively and calculate the
average value, the result is shown in Fig. 5.

We can know that the time-consuming of a single VM migration with
SGX-enhanced vTPM is more than 5 s as compared to the single VM migration without
it. When ten VMs migrate, the value is less than 10 s.

8 Conclusion

In the environments of cloud computing and NFV (Network Function Virtualization),
vTPM is more and more used for protecting the security of virtualized machines and
virtualized network function. TCG also presented TPM 2.0 specification to overcome
the shortcomings of TPM 1.2. In this paper, we design a security-enhanced vTPM 2.0
system. Our approach cannot only support TPM 2.0 specification and KVM hypervi-
sor, but also the keys and private data of vTPM 2.0 are statically and dynamically
protected using Intel SGX. In addition, a vTPM key distribution and protection
mechanism base on KMC are proposed, which can more conveniently support vTPM
key recovery and vTPM migration. Moreover, we implement the security-enhanced
vTPM 2.0 system and evaluate its performance.
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